
RED  CHALK  

MEDITATION

From Arlene: "This is a meditation I’ve learned from 

reading I have done and adapted over time- I believe 

I first practised it when reading You are Psychic, 

Debra Katz,  2015 www.debrakatz.com  available at 

Living Dreams Press. 
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1. Repeat silently in your mind: "Almighty God, 

Universe, Source and Self, I thank you and ask you 

for your continued protection, guidance and 

healing." 

2. Count down from 100 to 0 by 10’s, aiming to see 

each number in your mind’s eye. 

3. Imagine yourself in a place where you feel most 

at peace or closest to ALL THAT IS. 

4. Ask for, and see a beautiful bright, luminous 

white light  coming down and washing through 

the top of your head, filling up your head, 

shoulders, chest, arms, torso, lower body, feet and 

it emanating out of you and recycling back into 

you all over again. Create that, see that. 
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5. Next, take your index finger  and touch your 

forehead above and between you two physical 

eyes, keeping your eyes closed. (on your 3rd eye or 

6th chakra) 

6. Now go ahead and pour golden ooey gooey 

fluid that pours over this area.  You might like to 

imagine seeing an actual eye that is being 

covered with this golden honey like fluid. 

7. Next,  take a soft white cloth and clean away all 

the fluid until it is gone and you now see just the 

eye your first imagined.  If anything else pops in 

at anytime that you thought you imagined, or saw 

or noticed, that’s fine, just remember it and 

continue. 

8. At this point,  imagine a black chalkboard that 

 you are casually staring at it in your mind.  You 

might find you put it there and you lose it but just 

keep putting it back there. 

9. Take a piece of red chalk and  draw the 

number 1 on the chalkboard. Stare at this for 

about 20 seconds. 

10. Now take a chalk brush eraser  and watch 

yourself erasing the number one. Then just stare 

at the blank screen in a relaxed way again. 
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11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 over again until you 

reach the number 20. 

12. Draw a red apple with your chalk.   You can 

colour it in and add a green leaf if you like. 

13. Assign to this apple that this is where you 

would like to receive a message from you Guide. 

14. Ask your guide to give you a message that you 

need to receive in this moment. 

15. Hold your focus on that apple for about 2 

minutes.  If you lose it, that’s fine, bring it back. 

 Relax and remember anything you notice 

happening to the apple. 

16.When you are finished, gently open your eyes, 

and jot down anything significant about your 

experience. 

Include if you were able to imagine the colour red, 

the chalk on the board and any other occurrences 

that may have occurred during the process. 
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NOTES: 


